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Cyclic dominance of species has been identified as a potential mechanism to maintain biodiversity, see, e.g.,
B. Kerr, M. A. Riley, M. W. Feldman and B. J. M. Bohannan �Nature 418, 171 �2002�� and B. Kirkup and M.
A. Riley �Nature 428, 412 �2004��. Through analytical methods supported by numerical simulations, we
address this issue by studying the properties of a paradigmatic non-spatial three-species stochastic system,
namely, the “rock-paper-scissors” or cyclic Lotka-Volterra model. While the deterministic approach �rate
equations� predicts the coexistence of the species resulting in regular �yet neutrally stable� oscillations of the
population densities, we demonstrate that fluctuations arising in the system with a finite number of agents
drastically alter this picture and are responsible for extinction: After long enough time, two of the three species
die out. As main findings we provide analytic estimates and numerical computation of the extinction probabil-
ity at a given time. We also discuss the implications of our results for a broad class of competing population
systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding biodiversity and coevolution is a central
challenge in modern evolutionary and theoretical biology
�1–3�. In this context, for some decades much effort has been
devoted to mathematically model dynamics of competing
populations through nonlinear, yet deterministic, set of
rate equations such as the equations devised by Lotka and
Volterra �4,5� or many of their variants �1–3�. This heuristic
approach is often termed as population-level description. As
a common feature, these deterministic models fail to account
for stochastic effects �such as fluctuations and spatial corre-
lations�. However, to gain some more realistic and funda-
mental understanding on generic features of population dy-
namics and mechanisms leading to biodiversity, it is highly
desirable to include internal stochastic noise in the descrip-
tion of agents’ kinetics by going beyond the classical deter-
ministic picture. One of the main reasons is to account for
discrete degrees of freedom and finite-size fluctuations �6,7�.
In fact, the deterministic rate equations always �tacitly� as-
sume the presence of infinitely many interacting agents,
while in real systems there is a large, yet finite, number of
individuals �recently, this issue has been addressed in Refs.
�8,9��. As a consequence, the dynamics is intrinsically sto-
chastic and the unavoidable finite-size fluctuations may have
drastic effects and even completely invalidate the determin-
istic predictions.

Interestingly, both in vitro �10� and in vivo �11� experi-
ments have recently been devoted to experimentally probe
the influence of stochasticity on biodiversity: The authors of
Refs. �10,11� have investigated the mechanism necessary to
ensure coexistence in a community of three populations of
Escherichia coli and have numerically modeled the dynam-
ics of their experiments by the so-called “rock-paper-
scissors” model, well known in the field of game theory
�12,13�. This is a three-species cyclic generalization of the
Lotka-Volterra model �14–16�. As a result, the authors of
Ref. �10� reported that in a well-mixed �nonspatial� environ-

ment �i.e., when the experiments were carried out in a flask�
two species went extinct after some finite time, while coex-
istence of the populations was never observed. Motivated by
these experimental results, in this work we theoretically
study the stochastic version of the cyclic Lotka-Volterra
model and investigate in detail the effects of finite-size fluc-
tuations on possible population extinction or coexistence.

For our investigation, as suggested by the flask experi-
ment of Ref. �10�, the stochastic dynamics of the cyclic
Lotka-Volterra model is formulated in the natural language
of urn models �17� and by adopting the so-called individual-
based description �18�. In the latter, the explicit rules gov-
erning the interaction of a finite number of individuals with
each other are embodied in a master equation. The fluctua-
tions are then specifically accounted for by an appropriate
Fokker-Planck equation derived from the master equation via
the so-called van Kampen expansion �19�. This program al-
lows us to quantitatively study the deviations of the stochas-
tic dynamics of the cyclic Lotka-Volterra model with respect
to the rate equation predictions and to address the question of
the extinction probability, the computation of which is the
main result of this work. From a more general perspective,
we think that our findings have a broad relevance, both the-
oretical and practical, as they shed further light on how sto-
chastic noise can dramatically affect the properties of the
numerous nonlinear systems whose deterministic descrip-
tion, as in the case of the cyclic Lotka-Volterra model, pre-
dicts the existence of neutrally stable solutions, i.e., cycles in
the phase portrait �20�.

This paper is organized as follows. The cyclic Lotka-
Volterra model is introduced in the next section and its de-
terministic rate equation treatment is presented. In Sec. III,
we develop a quantitative analytical approach that accounts
for stochasticity; a Fokker-Planck equation is derived from
the underlying master equation within a van Kampen expan-
sion. This allows us to compute the variances of the agents’
densities. We also study the time dependence properties of
the system by carrying out a Fourier analysis from a set of
Langevin equations. Section III D is devoted to the compu-
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tation of the probability of having extinction of two species
at a given time, which constitutes the main issue of this
work. In the final section, we summarize our findings and
present our conclusions.

II. THE CYCLIC POPULATION MODEL: INTRODUCTION
AND ANALYSIS OF THE RATE EQUATIONS

A. The model

The cyclic Lotka-Volterra model under consideration here
is a system where three states A, B, and C cyclically domi-
nate each other: A invades B, B outperforms C, and C in turn
dominates over A, schematically drawn in Fig. 1. These three
states A, B, and C allow for various interpretations, ranging
from strategies in the rock-paper-scissors game �13� over
tree, fire, ash in forest fire models �21� or chemical reactions
�22� to different bacterial species �10,11�. In the latter case, a
population of poison producing bacteria was brought to-
gether with another being resistant to the poison and a third
which is not resistant. As the production of poison as well as
the resistance against it have some cost, these species show a
cyclic dominance: the poison-producing one invades the
nonresistant one, which in turn reproduces faster than the
resistant one, and the latter finally dominates the poison pro-
ducing one. In a well-mixed environment, such as a flask in
the experiments �10,11�, eventually only one species sur-
vives. The populations are large but finite, and the dynamics
of reproduction and killing events may to a good approxima-
tion be viewed as stochastic.

Motivated from these biological experiments, we intro-
duce a stochastic version of the cyclic Lotka-Volterra model.
Consider a population of size N which is well mixed, i.e., in
the absence of spatial structure. The stochastic dynamics
used to describe its evolution, illustrated in Fig. 2, is referred
to as the “urn model” �17� and is closely related to the Moran
process �23,24�. At every time step, two randomly chosen
individuals are selected, which may at certain probability
react according to the following scheme:

A + B→
kC

A + A ,

B + C→
kA

B + B ,

C + A→
kB

C + C , �1�

with reaction rates kA, kB, and kC. We observe the cyclic
dominance of the three species. Also, the total number N of
individuals is conserved by this dynamics; this will of course
play a role in our further analysis.

We now proceed with the analysis of the deterministic
version of the system �1�. This will prove insightful for
building a stochastic description of the model, which is the
scope of Sec. III.

B. Deterministic approach

The deterministic rate equations describe the time evolu-
tion of the densities a�t�, b�t�, and c�t� for the species A, B,
and C; they read

ȧ = a�kCb − kBc� ,

ḃ = b�kAc − kCa� ,

ċ = c�kBa − kAb� , �2�

where the overdot stands for the time derivative. These equa-
tions describe a well-mixed system, without any spatial cor-
relations, as naturally implemented in urn models �17� or,
equivalently, infinite dimensional lattice systems or complete
graphs. In the following, Eqs. �2� are discussed and, from
their properties, we gain intuition on the effects of stochas-
ticity.

Already from the basic reactions �1� we have noticed that
the total number of individuals is conserved, which is a prop-

FIG. 1. Illustration of cyclic dominance of three states A, B, and
C. The latter may correspond to the strategies in a rock-paper-
scissors game �12� or to different bacterial species �10,11�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The urn model describes stochastic evolution of well-mixed finite populations. We show three species as yellow
or light gray �A�, red or medium gray �B�, and blue or dark gray �C�. At each time step, two random individuals are chosen �indicated by
arrows in the top picture� and react �bottom picture�.
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erty correctly reproduced by the rate equations �2�. Setting
the total density, meaning the sum of the densities a, b, and
c, to unity, we obtain

a�t� + b�t� + c�t� = 1 �3�

for all times t. Only two out of the three densities are thus
independent; we may view the time evolution of the densities
in a two-dimensional phase space.

Equations �2� together with Eq. �3� admit three trivial
�absorbing� fixed points: �a1

* ,b1
* ,c1

*�= �1,0 ,0�, �a2
* ,b2

* ,c2
*�

= �0,1 ,0�, and �a3
* ,b3

* ,c3
*�= �0,0 ,1�. They denote states

where only one of the three species survived, the other ones
died out. In addition, the rate equations �2� also predict the
existence of a fixed point �a* ,b* ,c*� which corresponds to a
reactive steady state, associated with the coexistence of all
three species:

a* =
kA

kA + kB + kC
,

b* =
kB

kA + kB + kC
,

c* =
kC

kA + kB + kC
. �4�

To determine the nature of this fixed point, we observe
that another constant of motion exists for the rate equations
�2�, namely, the quantity

a�t�kAb�t�kBc�t�kC � a�0�kAb�0�kBc�0�kC �5�

does not evolve in time. In contrast to the total density �3�,
this constant of motion is only conserved by the rate equa-
tions but does not stem from the reaction scheme �1�. Hence,
when considering the stochastic version of the cyclic model,
the total density remains constant but the expression �5� will
no longer be a conserved quantity. The above fixed point �4�
and constant of motion �5� have been derived and discussed
also within the framework of game theory; see, e.g., Ref.
�12�.

In Fig. 3, we depict the ternary phase space �25� for the
densities a, b, and c: The solutions of the rate equations �2�
are shown for different initial conditions and a given set of
rates kA, kB, and kC. As the rate equations �2� are nonlinear in
the densities, we cannot solve them analytically, but use nu-
merical methods. Due to the constant of motion, the solu-
tions yield cycles around the reactive fixed point �thus cor-
responding to case 3 in Durrett and Levin’s classification
�26��. The three trivial steady states, corresponding to saddle
points within the linear analysis, are the edges of the sim-
plex. The reactive stationary state, as well as the cycles, are
neutrally stable, stemming from the existence of the constant
of motion �5�. Especially, the reactive fixed point is a center
fixed point. The boundary of the simplex denotes states
where at least one of the three species died out; as cyclic
dominance is lost, states that have reached this boundary will
evolve towards one of the edges, making the boundary ab-
sorbing.

1. Linear regime

The nonlinearity of Eqs. �2� induces substantial difficul-
ties in the analytical treatment. However, much can already
be inferred from the linearization around the reactive fixed
point �4�, which we will consider in the following. We there-
fore introduce the deviations from the reactive fixed point,
denoted as xA xB, xC:

xA = a − a*,

xB = b − b*,

xC = c − c*. �6�

Using conservation of the total density �3�, we can eliminate
xC, and the remaining linearized equations �2� may be put
into the form ẋ=Ax, with the vector x= �xA ,xB� and the ma-
trix

A =
1

kA + kB + kC
� kAkB kA�kB + kC�

− kB�kA + kC� − kAkB
� . �7�

The reactive fixed point is associated to the eigenvalues �±
= ± i�0 of A, where �0 is given by

�0 =� kAkBkC

kA + kB + kC
; �8�

oscillations with this frequency arise in its vicinity. In proper
coordinates y=Sx, these oscillations are harmonic, being the

solution of ẏ=Ãy, with

Ã = SAS−1 = � 0

− �0

�0

0
� .

For illustration, we have included these coordinates, in
which the solutions take the form of circles around the ori-
gin, in Fig. 3. The linear transformation x→y is given by

FIG. 3. �Color online� The three-species simplex for reaction
rates kA=1, kB=1.5, kC=2. The rate equations predict cycles, which
are shown in black. Their linearization around the reactive fixed
point is solved in proper coordinates yA, yB �blue or dark gray�. The
red �or light gray� erratic flow denotes a single trajectory in a finite
system �N=200�, obtained from stochastic simulations. It spirals
out from the reactive fixed point, eventually reaching an absorbing
state.
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S =
�3

2 	 kA + kC

kAkC
�0

1

kC
�0

0 1

 . �9�

The equations ẏ=Ãy are easily solved:

yA�t� = yA�0�cos��0t� + yB�0�sin��0t� ,

yB�t� = yB�0�cos��0t� − yA�0�sin��0t� . �10�

Eventually, we obtain the solutions for the linearized rate
equations

a�t� = a* + �a�0� − a*�cos��0t�

+ �0� 1

kC
�a�0� − a*� +

kB + kC

kBkC
�b�0� − b*��sin��0t� ,

�11�

where b�t� and c�t� follow by cyclic permutations.
To establish the validity of the linear analysis �7�–�11�, we

compare the �numerical� solution of the rate equations �2�
with the linear approximations �11�. As shown in Fig. 4,
when a�0�−a*0.03, b�0�−b*=0, the agreement between
the nonlinear rate equations �2� and the linear approximation
�11� is excellent, both curves almost coincide. On the other
hand, the nonlinear terms appearing in Eqs. �2� become im-
portant already when a�0�−a*0.1 and are responsible for
significant discrepancies both in the amplitudes and fre-
quency from the predictions of Eq. �11�.

2. Radius R

We now aim at introducing a measure of distance R to the
reactive fixed point within the phase portrait. In the next
section, this quantity will help quantify effects of stochastic-
ity. As it was recently proved useful in a related context �8�,
we aim at taking the structure of cycles predicted by the
deterministic equations, see Fig. 3, into account by requiring
that the distance should not change on a given cycle. Moti-
vated from the constant of motion �5�, we introduce

R = N�a*kAb*kBc*kC − akAbkBckC, �12�

with the normalization factor �see below�

N =�3

2

kB�kA + kC�
�kA + kB + kC�3a*kAb*kBc*kC

. �13�

Being conserved by Eqs. �2�, R remains constant on every
deterministic cycle. As it vanishes at the reactive fixed point
and monotonically grows when departing from it, R yields a
measure of the distance to the latter.

Expanding the radius R in small deviations x from the
reactive fixed point results in

R2 =
N

2

2
�kA + kB + kC�2a*kAb*kBc*kC

� �� 1

kA
+

1

kC
�xA

2 + � 1

kB
+

1

kC
�xB

2 +
2

kC
xAxB� + o�x2� .

�14�

In the variables y=Sx, with our choice for N, it simplifies to

R2 = yA
2 + yB

2 + o�y2� , �15�

corresponding to the radius of the deterministic circles,
which emerge in the variables y.

3. Effects of stochasticity: Qualitative discussion

The fact that the number N of particles is finite induces
fluctuations that are not accounted for by Eqs. �2�. In the
following, our goal is to understand the importance of fluc-
tuations and their effects on the deterministic picture �2�. We
show that, due to the neutrally stable character of the deter-
ministic cycles, fluctuations have drastic consequences. Intu-
itively, we expect that in the presence of stochasticity, each
trajectory performs a random walk in the phase portrait, in-
terpolating between the deterministic cycles �as will be re-
vealed by considering R�, eventually reaching the boundary
of the phase space. There, the cyclic dominance is com-
pletely lost, as one of the species gets extinct. Of the two
remaining ones, one species is defeating the other, such that
the latter soon gets extinct as well, leaving the other one as
the only survivor �this corresponds to one of the trivial fixed
points, the edges of the ternary phase space�. We thus ob-
serve the boundary to be absorbing, and presume the system
to always end up in one of the absorbing states. A first indi-
cation of the actual emergence of this scenario can be in-
ferred from the stochastic trajectory shown in Fig. 3.

III. FLUCTUATIONS IN FINITE POPULATIONS:
A STOCHASTIC APPROACH

In this section, we set up a stochastic description for the
cyclic Lotka-Volterra model in the urn formulation with fi-
nite number N of individuals. Starting from the master equa-
tion of the stochastic process, we obtain a Fokker-Planck
equation for the time evolution of the probability P�a ,b ,c , t�
of finding the system in state a ,b ,c at time t. It allows us to
gain a detailed understanding of the stochastic system. In

FIG. 4. �Color online� The deterministic time evolution of the
density a for small and large amplitudes. The prediction �11�,
shown in black, is compared to the numerical solution �red or gray�
of the rate equations �2�. For small amplitudes �a�0�=a*+0.03,
b�0�=b*�, both coincide. However, for large amplitudes �a�0�=a*

+0.2, b�0�=b*�, they considerably differ both in amplitude and fre-
quency. We used reaction rates kA=1, kB=1.5, kC=2.
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particular, we will find that, as anticipated at the end of the
last section, after long enough time, the system reaches one
of the absorbing states. Our main result is the time depen-
dence of the extinction probability, being the probability that,
starting at a situation corresponding to the reactive fixed
point, after time t two of the three species have died out. It is
obtained through mapping onto a known first-passage prob-
lem. We compare our analytical findings to results from sto-
chastic simulations. For the sake of clarity and without loss
of generality, throughout this section, the case of equal reac-
tion rates kA=kB=kC=1 is considered. Details on the unequal
rates situation are relegated to Appendix.

A. Stochastic simulations

We carried out extensive stochastic simulations to support
and corroborate our analytical results. An efficient simulation
method originally due to Gillespie �27� was implemented for
the reactions �1�. Time and type of the next reaction taking
place are determined by random numbers, using the Poisson
nature of the individual reactions. For the extinction prob-
ability, to unravel the universal time-scaling, system sizes
ranging from N=100 to N=1000 were considered, with
sample averages over 10 000 realizations.

B. From the master to Fokker-Planck equation

Let us start with the master equation of the processes �1�.
We derive it in the variables xA ,xB ,xC, which were intro-
duced in Eq. �6� as the deviations of the densities from the
reactive fixed point. Using the conservation of the total den-
sity, xA+xB+xC=0, xC is eliminated and x= �xA ,xB� kept as
independent variables. The master equation for the time evo-
lution of the probability P�x , t� of finding the system in state
x at time t thus reads

�tP�x,t� = �
�x

�P�x + �x,t�W�x + �x → x�

− P�x,t�W�x → x + �x�� , �16�

where W(x→x+�x) denotes the transition probability from
state x to the state x+�x within one time step; summation
extends over all possible changes �x. We choose the unit of
time so that, on average, every individual reacts once per
time step.

According to the Kramers-Moyal expansion of the master
equation to second order in �x, this results in the Fokker-
Planck equation

�tP�x,t� = − �i��i�x�P�x,t�� +
1

2
�i� j�Bij�x�P�x,t�� . �17�

Here, the indices i , j stand for A and B; in the above equa-
tion, the summation convention implies summation over
them. The quantities �i and Bij are, according to the
Kramers-Moyal expansion

�i�x� = �
�x

�xiW�x → x + �x� ,

Bij�x� = �
�x

�xi�xjW�x → x + �x� . �18�

Note that B is symmetric. For the sake of clarity, we outline
the calculation of �A�x�: The relevant changes �xA in the
density a result from the basic reactions �1�; they are �xA
=1/N in the first reaction, �xA=0 in the second, and �xA=
−1/N in the third. The corresponding rates read W=Nab for
the first reaction �the prefactor of N enters due to our choice
of time scale, where N reactions occur in one unit of time�,
and W=Nac for the third, resulting in �A�x�=ab−ac. The
other quantities are calculated analogously, yielding

�A�x� = ab − ac ,

�B�x� = bc − ab ,

BAA�x� = N−1�ab + ac� ,

BAB�x� = BBA�x� = − N−1ab ,

BBB�x� = N−1�bc + ab� �19�

with a=a*+xA, b=b*+xB, c=c*−xA−xB.
Van Kampen’s linear noise approximation �19� further

simplifies these quantities. In this approach, the values �i�x�
are expanded around x=0 to the first order. As they vanish at
the reactive fixed point, we obtain

�i�x� = Aijxj , �20�

where the matrix elements Aij are given by

Aij =� ��i

�xj
�

x=0
. �21�

The matrix A, already given in Eq. �7�, embodies the
deterministic evolution, while the stochastic noise is encoded
in B. To take the fluctuations into account within the
van Kampen expansion, one approximates B by its values at
the reactive fixed point. Hence, we find

A =
1

3
� 1 2

− 2 − 1
�, B =

1

9N
� 2 − 1

− 1 2
� �22�

and the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation reads

�tP�x,t� = − �i�AijxjP�x,t�� +
1

2
Bij�i� jP�x,t� . �23�

For further convenience, we now bring Eq. �23� into a more
suitable form by exploiting the polar symmetry unveiled by
the variables y. As for the linearization of Eqs. �2�, it is
useful to rely on the linear mapping x→y=Sx, with A
→Ã=SAS−1. Interestingly, it turns out that this transforma-

tion diagonalizes B. One indeed finds B→B̃=SBST, with

B̃ =
1

6N
�1 0

0 1
� . �24�

In the y variables, the Fokker-Planck equation �23� takes the
simpler form
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�tP�y,t� = − �0�yA�yB
− yB�yA

�P�y,t� +
1

12N
��yA

2 + �yB

2 �P�y,t� .

�25�

To capture the structure of circles predicted by the determin-
istic approach, we introduce polar coordinates

yA = r cos � ,

yB = r sin � . �26�

Note that in the vicinity of the reactive fixed point, r denotes
the distance R, which is now a random variable R=r+o�r�.
The Fokker-Planck equation �25� eventually turns into

�tP�r,�,t� = − �0��P�r,�,t�

+
1

12N
� 1

r2��
2 +

1

r
�r + �r

2�P�r,�,t� . �27�

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation de-
scribes the system’s deterministic evolution, being the mo-
tion on circles around the origin at frequency �0. Stochastic
effects enter through the second term, which corresponds to
isotropic diffusion in two dimensions with diffusion constant
D=1/ �12N�. Note that it vanishes in the limit of infinitely
many agents, i.e., when N→�.

If we consider a spherically symmetric probability distri-
bution P�r ,� , t0� at time t0, i.e., independent of the angle �
at t0, then this symmetry is conserved by the dynamics ac-
cording to Eq. �27� and one is left with a radial distribution
function P�r ,� , t�= P�r , t�. The Fokker-Planck equation �27�
thus further simplifies and reads

�tP�r,t� = D�1

r
�r + �r

2�P�r,t� . �28�

This is the diffusion equation in two dimensions with diffu-
sion constant D=1/ �12N�, expressed in polar coordinates,
for a spherically symmetric probability distribution. This is
the case on which we specifically focus in the following.
Within our approximations around the reactive fixed point,
the probability distribution P�r , t� is thus the same as for a
system performing a two-dimensional random walk in the y
variables. Intuitively, such behavior is expected and its origin
lies in the neutrally stable character of the cycles of the de-
terministic solution of the rate equations �2�. The cycling
around the reactive fixed point does not yield additional ef-
fects when considering spherically symmetric probability
distributions. Furthermore, due to the existence of the con-
stant of motion �5�, the neutral stability does not only hold in
the vicinity of the reactive fixed point, but in the whole ter-
nary phase space. We thus expect the distance R from the
reactive fixed point, a random variable, to obey a diffusion-
like equation in the whole phase space �and not only around
the reactive fixed point�. Actually, qualitatively identical be-
havior is also found in the general case of nonequal reaction
rates kA, kB, and kC �see the Appendix�, as the constant of
motion �5� again guarantees the neutral stability of the deter-
ministic cycles.

C. Fluctuations and frequencies around the reactive
fixed point

In this subsection, we will use the Fokker-Planck equation
�28� to investigate the time dependence of fluctuations
around the reactive fixed point. In particular, we are inter-
ested in the time evolution of mean deviation from the latter.
The average square distance �R2�t�� will be found to grow
linearly in time, rescaled by the number N of individuals,
before saturating. The frequency spectrum arising from er-
ratic oscillations around the reactive fixed point is of further
interest to characterize the stochastic dynamics: We will
show that the frequency �8� predicted by the deterministic
approach emerges as a pole in the power spectrum.

1. Fluctuations

Being interested in the vicinity of the reactive fixed point,
in this subsection we ignore the fact that the boundary of the
ternary phase space is absorbing. Then, the solution to the
Fokker-Planck equation �28� with the initial condition
P�r ,� , t0=0�= 1

2	r��r�, where the prefactor 1 / �2	r� ensures
normalization, is simply a Gaussian:

P�r,t� =
1

4	Dt
exp�−

r2

4Dt
� . �29�

This result predicts a broadening of the probability distribu-
tion in time, as the average square radius increases linearly
with increasing time t:

�r2�t�� =
1

3

t

N
. �30�

As the time scales linearly with N, increasing the system size
results in rescaling the time t, and the broadening of the
probability distribution takes longer. To capture these find-
ings, we introduce the rescaled variable u� t /N.

In Fig. 5, we compare the time evolution of the squared

FIG. 5. �Color online� The averaged square radius �R2� as a
function of the rescaled time u= t /N. The blue �or dark gray� curve
represents a single trajectory, which is seen to fluctuate widely. The
linear black line indicates the analytical prediction �30�, the red �or
light gray� one corresponds to sample averages over 104 realizations
in stochastic simulations. Hereby, we used a system size of N
=1000.
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radius �R2�t�� obtained from stochastic simulations with the
prediction of Eq. �30� and find a good agreement in the linear
regime around the reactive fixed point, where R=r+o�r�. In
fact, for short times, �R2�t�� displays a linear time depen-
dence, with systematic deviation from Eq. �30� at longer
times. We understand this as being in part due to the linear
approximations used to derive Eq. �30�, but also, and more
importantly, to the fact that so far we ignored the absorbing
character of the boundary. We conclude that the latter invali-
dates the Gaussian probability distribution for longer times.
This issue, which requires a specific analysis, is the scope of
Sec. III D, where a proper treatment is devised.

From the finding �r2�t��=2u /3 together with the spherical
symmetry of Eq. �29�, resulting in �r�t���t��= ��2�t��=0, we
readily obtain the variances of the densities a and b:

�xA
2�t�� = �xB

2�t�� =
2

9
u ,

�xA�t�xB�t�� = −
1

9
u . �31�

According to these results, the average square deviations of
the densities from the reactive fixed point grow linearly in
the rescaled time u, thus exhibiting the same behavior as we
already found for the average squared radius �30�. In Fig. 6,
these findings are compared to stochastic simulations for

small times u, where the linear growth is indeed recovered.
We may consider fluctuations of the densities a, b, and c

not only around the reactive stationary state, as obtained in
Eq. �31�, but also as the deviations from the deterministic
cycles. We consider the latter in the linear approximation
around the fixed point, given by Eq. �11�. The fluctuations
around them are again described by the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion �17� with � and B given by Eqs. �19�, but now xA, xB,
and xC are the deviations from the deterministic cycle a�t�
=a0�t�+xA�t�, b�t�=b0�t�+xB�t�, and c�t�=c0�t�−xA�t�−xB�t�,
where a0, b0, and c0 obey Eqs. �2� and characterize the de-
terministic cycles given by Eq. �11�. Again performing van
Kampen’s linear noise approximation, we obtain a Fokker-
Planck equation of the type �23�, now with the matrices

A = �2a0 + 2b0 − 1 2a0

− 2b0 − 2a0 − 2b0 + 1
� ,

B =
1

N
�a0�1 − a0� − a0b0

− a0b0 b0�1 − b0�
� . �32�

Note that the entries of the above matrices now depend on
time t via a0�t� and b0�t�. The Fokker-Planck equation �23�
yields equations for the time evolution of the fluctuations

�t�xixj� = Aik�xkxj� + A jk�xkxi� + Bij . �33�

They may be solved numerically for �xA
2�t��, �xA�t�xB�t��, and

�xB�t�2�, yielding growing oscillations. In Fig. 7 we compare
these findings to stochastic simulations. We observe a good
agreement for small rescaled times u= t /N, while the oscil-
lations of the stochastic results become more irregular at
longer times.

2. Frequencies

Recently, it has been shown that the frequency predicted
by the deterministic rate equations appears in the stochastic
system due to a “resonance mechanism” �28�. Internal noise
present in the system covers all frequencies and induces ex-
citations, the largest occurring for the “resonant” frequency
predicted by the rate equations. Here, following the same
lines, we address the issue of the characteristic frequency in
the stochastic cyclic Lotka-Volterra model.

In the vicinity of the reactive fixed point, the deterministic
rate equations �2� predict density oscillations with frequency
�0 given in Eq. �8�. For the stochastic model, we now show
that a spectrum of frequencies centered around this value �0
arises. The most convenient way to compute this power spec-
trum P������x̃����2� from the Fokker-Planck equation �23�
is through the set of equivalent Langevin equations �29�

ẋi = Aijxj + 
i, �34�

with the white noise covariance matrix B �
i�t�
 j�t���
=Bij��t− t��. From the Fourier transform of Eq. �34�, it fol-
lows that

FIG. 6. �Color online� Time evolution of the variances of the
densities a and b when starting at the reactive fixed point. The blue
�or dark gray� curves correspond to a single realization, while the
red �or light gray� ones denote averages over 1000 samples. Our
results are obtained from stochastic simulations with a system size
of N=1000. The black line indicates the analytical predictions.
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P��� � ��x̃����2� = Tr��A + i��−1B�A − i��−T�

=
4

3N

1 + 3�2

�1 − 3�2�2 . �35�

The power spectrum has a pole at the characteristic fre-
quency already predicted from the rate equations �2�, �0
=1/�3. For increasing system size N, the power spectrum
displays a sharper alignment with this value. In Fig. 8 we
compare our results to stochastic simulations and find an
excellent agreement, except for the pole, where the power
spectrum in finite systems obviously has a finite value. These
results were obtained in the vicinity of the reactive fixed
point, where the linear analysis �11� applies. As already
found in the deterministic description �see Fig. 4�, when de-
parting from the center fixed point, nonlinearities will alter
the characteristic frequency.

D. The extinction probability

So far, within the stochastic formulation, the fluctuations
around the reactive steady state were found to follow a
Gaussian distribution, linearly broadening in time. However,
when approaching the absorbing boundary, the latter alters
this behavior, see Fig. 5. In the following, we will incorpo-
rate this effect in our quantitative description. It plays an
essential role when discussing the extinction probability,
which is the scope of this subsection.

The probability that one or more species die out in the
course of time is of special interest within population dynam-
ics from a biological viewpoint. When considering meta-
populations formed of local patches, such questions were,
e.g., raised in Ref. �30�. Here, we consider the extinction
probability Pext�t� that, starting at the reactive fixed point,
after time t two of the three species have died out. In our
formulation, this corresponds to the probability that after
time t the system has reached the absorbing boundary of the
ternary phase space, depicted in Fig. 3. Considering states far
from the reactive fixed point, we now have to take into ac-
count the absorbing nature of the boundary. This feature is
incorporated in our approach by discarding the states having
reached the boundary, so that a vanishing density of states
occurs there. As the normalization is lost, we do no longer
deal with probability distributions: In fact, discarding states
at the boundary implies a time decay of the integrated den-
sity of states �which, for commodity, we still refer to as
P�r , t��. Ignoring the nonlinearities, the problem now takes
the form of solving the Fokker-Planck equation �28� for an
initial condition P�r , t0=0�= 1

2	r��r�, and with the require-
ment that P�r , t� has to vanish at the boundary. Hereby, the
triangular shaped absorbing boundary is regarded as the out-
ermost �degenerate� cycle of the deterministic solutions. As
the linearization in the y variables around the reactive fixed
point maps the cycles onto circles �see above�, the triangular
boundary is mapped to a sphere as well. Although the linear-
ization scheme on which these mappings rely is inaccurate in
the vicinity of the boundary, it is possible to incorporate
nonlinear effects in a simple and pragmatic manner, as
shown below. However, first let us consider the linearized
problem, being a first-passage to a sphere of radius R, which
is, e.g., treated in Chap. 6 of Ref. �31�. The solution is known
to be a combination of modified Bessel functions of the first
and second kind. Actually, the Laplace transform of the den-
sity of states reads

FIG. 7. �Color online� Variances of the densities a and b when
starting at a cycle away from the fixed point. The black lines denote
our analytical results, while the red �or gray� ones are obtained by
stochastic simulations as averages over 1000 realizations. They are
seen to agree for small times, while for larger ones the stochasticity
of the system induces erratic oscillations. These results were ob-
tained when starting from a�t0=0�=0.37, b�t0=0�=1/3.

FIG. 8. The power spectrum for densities in the vicinity of the
reactive fixed point. The dashed line indicates our analytical result,
which has a pole at �0. It agrees with stochastic simulations �solid�.
The inset shows the erratic oscillations of the density of one of the
species for one realization. The system size considered is N
=10 000.
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LT�P�r,t��

=� dte−stP�r,t�

=
1

2	D

I0�R�s/D�K0�r�s/D� − I0�r�s/D�K0�R�s/D�

I0�R�s/D�
,

�36�

where D=1/ �12N� is the diffusion constant, I0 and K0 denote
the Bessel function of the first, respectively, second, kind and
of order zero, and R is the radius of the absorbing sphere. It
is normalized at the initial time t0=0; however, for later
times t, the total number of states �0

Rdr�0
2	d�rP�r , t� will

decay in time, as states are absorbed at the boundary.
Equipped with this result, we are now in a position to

calculate the extinction probability Pext�t�. It can be found by
considering the probability current J��� at the absorbing
boundary �31�, namely,

J��� = D�
sphere

d�� �P�r,t�
�r

�
r=R

, �37�

whose Laplace transform is given by

LT��J����� =
1

I0�R�s/D�
. �38�

The extinction probability at time t is obtained from J��� by
integrating over time � until time t �31�: Pext�t�=�0

t d�J���.
Therefore, the Laplace transform of Pext�t� reads
LT�Pext�t��=1/ �sI0�R�s /D��. Again, we notice that we can
write this equation in a form that depends on the time t only
via the rescaled time u= t /N:

LT�Pext�u�� =
1

sI0�R�s/12�
. �39�

Hence, for different system sizes N, one obtains the same
extinction probability Pext�u� provided one considers the
same value for the scaling variable t /N=const �see Fig. 9�.

We cannot solve the inverse Laplace transform appearing
in Eq. �39�, but I0�z� might be expanded according to Ref.
�32� as

I0�z� = 1 +
1
4z2

�1 ! �2 +
� 1

4z2�2

�2 ! �2 +
� 1

4z2�3

�3 ! �2 + ¯ . �40�

Considering the first three terms in this expansion, i.e., con-
tributions up to z4, yields the approximate result

Pext�t� = 1 − �1 +
2

3

t

R2N
�exp�−

2

3

t

R2N
� . �41�

Numerically, we have included higher terms. The results for
contributions up to z10 in Eq. �40� are shown in Fig. 9. An
estimate of the effective distance R to the absorbing bound-
ary is determined by plugging either a=0, or b=0, or c=0
into Eq. �12�, which yields R0=1/3. From Fig. 9, we observe
the extinction probability to be overestimated by Eq. �41�
with R=R0. This stems from nonlinearities altering the

analysis having led to Eq. �41�. However, adjusting R on
physical grounds, we are able to capture these effects. An-
other estimate of Pext is obtained by considering the expres-
sion �14�, which arises from a linear analysis. As the extinc-
tion of two species requires xA=xB=1/3, in the expression
�14� this leads to the estimate R1=1/�3 for R. The compari-
son with Fig. 9 shows that Eq. �41� together with R=R1 is a
lower bound of Pext. A simple attempt to interpolate between
the above estimates is to consider the mean value of these
radii, R2� 1

2 �R0+R1�, which happens to yield an excellent
agreement with results from stochastic simulations, see Fig.
9. For the latter, we have considered systems of N
=100, 200, and 500 individuals. Rescaling the time accord-
ing to t /N, they are seen to collapse on a universal curve.
This is well described by Eq. �41� with R2 as the radius of the
absorbing boundary.

To conclude, we consider the mean time tabs that it takes
until one species becomes extinct. From Ref. �31� we find for
the rescaled mean absorption time

uabs = tabs/N = 3R2,

which for our best estimate R=R2 yields a value of uabs
0.62.

IV. CONCLUSION

Motivated by recent in vitro and in vivo experiments
aimed at identifying mechanisms responsible for biodiversity
in populations of Escherichia coli �10,11�, we have consid-
ered the stochastic version of the “rock-paper-scissors,” or
three-species cyclic Lotka-Volterra, system within an urn
model formulation. This approach allowed us to quantita-
tively study the effect of finite-size fluctuations in a system
with a large, yet finite, number N of agents.

While the classical rate equations of the cyclic Lotka-
Volterra model predict the existence of one �neutrally stable�

FIG. 9. �Color online� The extinction probability when starting
at the reactive fixed point, depending on the rescaled time u= t /N.
Stochastic simulations for different system sizes �N=100: triangles;
N=200: boxes; N=500: circles� are compared to the analytical pre-
diction �39�. The left �blue or dark gray� is obtained from R0=1/3,
the right one �red or light gray� from R1=1/�3, and the middle
�black� corresponds to the average of both R2= 1

2 �R0+R1�.
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center fixed point, associated with the coexistence of all the
species, this picture is dramatically invalidated by the fluc-
tuations which unavoidably appear in a finite system.
The latter were taken into account by a Fokker-Planck equa-
tion derived from the underlying master equation through a
van Kampen expansion.

Within this scheme, we were able to show that the vari-
ances of the densities of individuals grow in time �first lin-
early� until extinction of two of the species occurs. In this
context, we have investigated the probability for such extinc-
tion to occur at a given time t. As a main result of this work,
we have shown that this extinction probability is a function
of the scaling variable t /N. Exploiting polar symmetries dis-
played by the deterministic trajectories in the phase portrait
and using a mapping onto a classical first-passage problem,
we were able to provide analytic estimates �upper and lower
bounds� of the extinction probability, which have been suc-
cessfully compared to numerical computation.

From our results, it turns out that the classical rate equa-
tion predictions apply to the urn model with a finite number
of agents only for short enough time, i.e., in the regime
t�N. As time increases, the probability of extinction grows,
asymptotically reaching 1 for t�N, so that, for finite N,
fluctuations are always responsible for extinction and thus
dramatically jeopardize the possibility of coexistence and
biodiversity. Interestingly, these findings are in qualitative
agreement with those �both experimental and numerical� re-
ported in Ref. �10�, where it was found that in a well-mixed
environment �as in the urn model considered here� two spe-
cies get extinct.

While this work has specifically focused on the stochastic
cyclic Lotka-Volterra model, the addressed issues are ge-
neric. Indeed, we think that our results and technical ap-
proach, here illustrated by considering the case of a paradig-
matic model, might actually shed further light on the role of
fluctuations and the validity of the rate equations in a whole
class of stochastic systems. In fact, while one might believe
that fluctuations in an urn model should always vanish in the
thermodynamic limit, we have shown that this issue should
be dealt with due care: This is true for systems where the rate
equations predict the existence of an asymptotically stable
fixed point, which is always reached by the stochastic dy-
namics �28,33�. In contrast, in systems where the determin-
istic �rate equation� description predicts the existence of
�neutrally stable� center fixed points, such as the cyclic
Lotka-Volterra model, fluctuations have dramatic conse-
quences and hinder biodiversity by being responsible �at
long, yet finite, time� for extinction of species �10�. In this
case, instead of a deterministic oscillatory behavior around
the linearly �neutrally� stable fixed point, the stochastic dy-
namics always drives the system toward one of its absorbing
states. Thus, the absorbing fixed points, predicted to be lin-
early unstable within the rate equation theory, actually turn
out to be the only stable fixed points available at long time.
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APPENDIX: UNEQUAL REACTION RATES
RECONSIDERED

In Sec. III, when considering the stochastic approach to
the cyclic Lotka-Volterra model, for the sake of clarity we
have specifically turned to the situation of equal reaction
rates kA=kB=kC=1. In this appendix, we want to provide
some details on the general case with unequal rates. While
the mathematical treatment becomes more involved, we will
argue that the qualitative general situation still follows along
the same lines as the �simpler� case that we have discussed in
detail in Sec. III.

The derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation �23� is
straightforward, following the lines of Sec. III B. The matrix
A remains unchanged and is given in Eq. �7�, for B we now
obtain:

B =
1

N

�0
2

kA + kB + kC
� 2 − 1

− 1 2
� .

The corresponding Fokker-Planck equation reads

�tP�x,t� = − �i�AijxjP�x,t�� +
1

2
Bij�i� jP�x,t� .

Again, we aim at benefiting from the cyclic structure of the
deterministic solutions, and perform a variable transforma-
tion to y=Sx, with S given in Eq. �9�. As already found in

Sec. II B, A turns into Ã= � 0
−�0

�0

0
�, such that in the y vari-

ables the deterministic solutions correspond to circles around
the origin. For the stochastic part, entering via B, a technical
difficulty arises. It is transformed into

B̃ =
3

2

1

N

�0
2

kA + kB + kC	
kA

2 + kAkC + kC
2

kA
2kC

2 �0
2 kA − kC

2kAkC
�0

kA − kC

2kAkC
�0 1 
 ,

being no longer proportional to the unit matrix as in the case
of equal reaction rates. We can do slightly better by using an
additional rotation z= � cos 

−sin 
sin 
cos 

�y, with rotation angle

tan�2� =
3�kC − kA��kAkBkC�kA + kB + kC�

kA
2�kC − kB� + kC

2 �kA − kB�
.

This variable transformation leaves Ã invariant, but brings B̃
to diagonal form, with unequal diagonal elements. The sto-
chastic effects thus correspond to anisotropic diffusion.
However, for large system size N, the effects of the aniso-
tropy are washed out: The system’s motion on the determin-
istic cycles, described by A, occurs on a much faster time
scale than the anisotropic diffusion, resulting in an averaging
over the different directions.

To calculate the time evolution of the average deviation
from the reactive fixed point �t�R2�t��, we start from the
fluctuations in y, which fulfill the equations
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�t�yiyj� = Ãik�ykyj� + Ã jk�ykyi� + B̃ij .

Using Eq. �15�, we obtain

�t�R2�t�� = B̃AA + B̃BB.

The dependence on the deterministic part has dropped out,
and the solution to the above equation with initial condition
�R2�t=0��=0 is a linear increase in the rescaled time u
� t /N:

�R2�t�� =
3

2

�0
2

kA + kB + kC
� kA

2 + kAkC + kC
2

kA
2kC

2 �0
2 + 1� t

N
,

valid around the reactive fixed point. As in the case of equal
reaction rates, we have a linear dependence �R2�t��� t /N,
corresponding to a two-dimensional random walk.

As a conclusion of the above discussion, the general case
of unequal reaction rates qualitatively reproduces the behav-
ior of the before discussed simplest situation of equal rates
�confirmed by stochastic simulations�. The latter turns out to
already provide a comprehensive understanding of the sys-
tem.
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